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Abstract  19 

Background: Human African trypanosomiasis (HAT) is an important disease of sub-Saharan 20 

Africa that is approaching elimination in many regions. However, the disease has previously 21 

returned from similarly low case numbers in the past, making it important to identify issues that 22 

hinder elimination efforts. One important factor is likely to be the recent characterization of 23 

individuals with latent HAT infections that are able to tolerate HAT with few symptoms and to 24 
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control blood parasitaemia to levels that are undetectable by microscopy. Although animal 25 

trypanotolerance has been examined in detail, it is unclear how the latent phenotype is 26 

maintained in humans.  27 

Methods: To identify immune components involved in latent HAT, we used targeted RNASeq 28 

to examine the expression of 495 immune-related transcripts in blood collected from 287 29 

individuals at active disease foci in Guinea. These samples included latent infections, HAT 30 

clinical cases, and uninfected controls. The in vivo effects of IL21 functional blockade was 31 

investigated using a murine model of trypanosomiasis. 32 

Results: Differential expression analysis revealed transcripts involved in T cell activation and B 33 

cell development that associated with trypanosome infection, including PD1, CD70, and CD80. 34 

In particular, IL21 was found to be elevated in infected individuals, although it was significantly 35 

higher in clinical cases relative to latent infections. This pattern was replicated at the protein 36 

level when patient sera were examined by ELISA. Reducing IL21 pathway activity in mice 37 

infected with Trypanosoma brucei led to increased survivorship and reduced parasitaemia in 38 

the model animals. 39 

Conclusion: Our data show that IL21 is a potential biomarker of Human African 40 

Trypanosomiasis and is a cause rather than a consequence of symptoms severity. Further 41 

investigation of IL21 will contribute to understanding the factors involved in developing latent 42 

HAT, improving control efforts to identify and predict such infections. In the future, the factors 43 

identified in this study may also serve as intervention targets to control the symptoms of 44 

trypanosomiasis. 45 

Introduction 46 

Human African trypanosomiasis (HAT) is an important vector-borne disease of sub-Saharan 47 

Africa primarily caused by the parasite Trypanosoma brucei gambiense (T.  b.  gambiense) [1]. 48 

The related veterinary disease animal trypanosomiasis (AT) is also a significant economic 49 

burden involving a complex of trypanosome species, including T. congolense, T. vivax, and T. 50 
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b. brucei [2]. HAT has been targeted for elimination as a public health problem by 2020 by the 51 

World Health Organization (WHO) and reported cases have fallen below 1,000 in recent years 52 

[1,3]. The next objective on the HAT control road map is to reach the interruption of transmission 53 

by 2030. However, several issues have recently been identified that could hinder these efforts. 54 

These include the description of individuals able to tolerate the disease with few symptoms 55 

which has overturned of the long-held belief that HAT is invariably fatal. These individuals also 56 

display low blood parasitemias and despite positive responses to the serological screening 57 

tests, they are generally left untreated by the control programs as the microscopic confirmation 58 

of trypanosomes is required in order to initiate treatment [4–8]. These latent infections are 59 

initially identified by an elevated response to the card agglutination test for trypanosomiasis 60 

(CATT) and then further examined using an immune trypanolysis test targeting the LiTAT1.3 61 

Variable Surface Glycoprotein known to be highly specific for T.b. gambiense in humans [9]. 62 

These individuals, termed SERO TL+, are definitively characterised as harbouring a latent 63 

infection only if they maintain serological positivity for at least two years without developing 64 

symptoms while remaining negative to parasitological tests performed on biological fluids [5,6]. 65 

During a two-year longitudinal study led in Guinea,13% of SERO TL+ individuals developed 66 

symptoms with detectable parasites (termed SERO TL+/HAT), 48% remained latent [5] and 67 

39% became negative to the CATT in a probable process of selfcure [5]. The latent period can 68 

be extremely protracted, with one case persisting for 29 years before an unrelated 69 

immunosuppressive treatment led to rapid onset of HAT [10]. It has also recently been revealed 70 

that African trypanosomes are not exclusively parasites of the blood and can exists in tissues 71 

of the host. Most notably, they can colonise the skin where they could act as a significant but 72 

overlooked anatomical reservoir [11–13]. Modelling suggests it is likely that these latent 73 

infections carry infective parasites and are able to maintain HAT in disease foci without animal 74 

reservoirs despite intensive control efforts [14]. This is supported by xenodiagnosis experiments 75 

examining asymptomatic people [15] and animals [16] demonstrating that the tsetse vector can 76 

be infected by latent hosts and more recently by the detection of trypanosomes in skin biopsies 77 

sampled in Guinea from both confirmed HAT patients but also serologically positive individuals 78 
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that displayed ortherwise negative parasitology in blood or lymph [17]. The genotypes of 79 

parasites from SERO TL+ individuals are indistinguishable from those infecting clinical cases 80 

[7] and genomic analyses of T.  b.  gambiense isolates from across  Africa  show  that  the  81 

parasite  is  clonal  and  highly  homogenous [18]. Together, these data suggest that the host is 82 

the primary mediator of the differences in symptom severity that can lead to latent infections 83 

and SERO TL+ individuals.  84 

Investigations of the APOL1 G1 and G2 polymporphisms within the TrypanoGEN network 85 

evidenced a genetic association between the G2 polymorphism and resistance to T. b. 86 

rhodesiense infection [19,20] as well as an increased frequency of G1 carriage in individuals 87 

with latent T. b. gambiense infections [20][21]. Several immunological studies targeted to 88 

specific immune mediators have also revealed differences in the immune response between 89 

SERO TL+ and HAT patients. IL8 was elevated in SERO TL+ and in these individuals was 90 

predictive of the CATT becoming negative during the follow-up. In addition immunosuppressive 91 

molecules such as IL10 and the maternal human leukocyte antigen protein HLA-G were found 92 

more elevated in HAT patients and SERO TL+ individuals who subsequently developed the 93 

disease [22,23]. However, no causative links between immune factors and latent infections have 94 

been demonstrated and the design of earlier studies to decipher the mechanisms of infection 95 

resistance/susceptibility in human have had to largely rely on data from studies of 96 

trypanotolerant animals. Trypanotolerance has been extensively studied in mice and cattle 97 

[24,25], although the majority of such studies have used the animal trypanosome species T. 98 

congolenese, T. vivax, and T. b. brucei rather than T. b. gambiense. The term trypanotolerance 99 

is also somewhat misleading as these animals do become infected with trypanosomes, develop 100 

adverse effects and mount an immune response. Trypanotolerance should rather be 101 

understood as reduced pathology and disease in the presence of infection. Despite the different 102 

parasite species used, studies of trypanotolerant animals suggest some factors that may affect 103 

disease presentation in humans [26]. These include the importance of a strong IFNg-mediated 104 

response early in infection to control the initial peak of parasitaemia, followed by reduction in 105 
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the IFNg-mediated inflammatory environment that leads to a long-term and less virulent 106 

infection. Key to mediating this environmental shift are the cytokines IL10 and IL4. A robust B 107 

cell and humoral response is also required to control the parasite, particularly during the initial 108 

peak of parasitaemia [27].  109 

To more fully understand the immune components involved in HAT symptom severity and the 110 

development of human latent infections, we compared the peripheral blood transcriptomes of 111 

T. b. gambiense HAT clinical cases, people with latent infections  and uninfected controls using 112 

a targeted immune transcript analysis. This revealed transcripts involved in T cell activation and 113 

B cell development that differed between clinical and latent cases. More specifically, expression 114 

of the cytokine IL21 at both the transcript and protein level associated with symptom severity. 115 

Subsequent in vivo experiments using functional blockade confirmed that IL21 is involved in 116 

determining both symptom severity and parasitaemia during trypanosome infection. This 117 

cytokine therefore serves as both a biomarker of trypanosome infection and also offers a new 118 

intervention target to limit symptoms of the disease in humans and animals. 119 

Methods 120 

Study Design  121 

Participants were identified during medical surveys organised by the Guinean National Control 122 

Programme (NCP) of HAT from three HAT foci in Guinea (Dubreka, Boffa, and Forecariah) 123 

according to the WHO and NCP policies [5,28]. Five mL samples of blood were collected in 124 

heparinised tubes from individuals who tested positive for infection using the card agglutination 125 

trypanosomiasis test (CATT). A 2-fold dilution series of patient blood was tested to estimate 126 

CATT titre. Individuals with titres 1/4 or greater were submitted for microscopic examination of 127 

lymph node aspirates and 350 µl of buffy coat  were examined for the presence of trypanosomes 128 

using mini-anion exchange centrifugation test (mAECT). If trypanosomes were detected, lumbar 129 

puncture was performed, and disease stage determined by identifying trypanosomes and by 130 

white blood cell (WBC) counts. Confirmed HAT cases were classified as stage 1 (0–5 WBC/µL), 131 
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early stage 2 (6–20 WBC/µL; or ≤20 WBC with trypanosomes in CSF), or late stage 2 (>20 132 

WBC/µL) and treated according to NCP guidelines [28]. For each study individual, 100 µL of 133 

plasma was sampled and 2 mL of blood were taken on PAXgene Blood RNA tubes 134 

(PreAnalytiX). All samples were frozen in the field at -20°C in car freezer and were then stored 135 

at -80 °C until use. The plasma was used to perform the immune trypanolysis test to detect Litat 136 

1.3 and Litat 1.5 variable surface antigens specific for T. b. gambiense [9]. The PAXgene® blood 137 

RNA tubes were used to extract RNA with PAXgene Blood RNA kit (PreAnalytiX). CATT and 138 

trypanolysis positive subjects without visible parasites were defined as SERO TL+. SERO TL+ 139 

individuals were followed-up for at least two years (with an average of three visits) and of these, 140 

11 went on to develop HAT and were defined as SERO TL+/HAT. Those that remained CATT 141 

and trypanolysis positive for at least two years were defined as having latent infections. 142 

Targeted RNASeq 143 

A Qiagen Human Inflammation & Immunity Transcriptome Kit (RHS-005Z; Qiagen) was used to 144 

obtain transcript counts from a panel of 495 genes involved in the innate and acquired immune 145 

responses (Supplementary File 1). cDNA libraries were prepared from 56 uninfected controls, 146 

168 HAT cases (135 pre- and 33 post-treatment), 36 SERO TL+ samples with latent infections 147 

and 11 individuals who were intitially CATT and TL positive but parasitologically negative but 148 

became parasitologically positive on follow up (SERO/HAT). The resulting Illumina libraries 149 

were sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq 500 and filtered and mapped using Qiagen GeneGlobe 150 

software (Qiagen). Normalization and pairwise differential expression analysis for each 151 

transcript were performed by Qiagen using DESeq2 for R [29] and normalised read counts are 152 

provided as Supplementary Data File 4. 153 

IL21 ELISA 154 

A human IL21 ELISA kit (ab119542; Abcam) was used to measure IL21 titres in sera from eight 155 

samples randomly selected from each group (Control, HAT, SERO TL+, and SERO/HAT) 156 

following the manufacturer’s instructions. There were three replicates for each sample. 157 
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Anti-IL21 intervention 158 

To assess the effects of reducing IL21 pathway function in vivo, 8-week-old female BALB/c mice 159 

were housed in a specific pathogen-free environment in accordance with local and Home Office 160 

regulations. Two experiments were performed using four mice treated with 100 μg recombinant 161 

anti-IL21 neutralizing antibody every other day from day -1 (FFA21; Thermo Fisher Scientific). 162 

These concentrations were selected based on previous in vivo studies examining the role of 163 

IL21 during viral infection [30]. In addition, four mice per experiment were injected with 100 μg 164 

isotype antibody on the same days to serve as controls (Rat IgG2a κ; Thermo Fisher Scientific). 165 

All mice were inoculated intraperitoneally with 104 STIB247 T. b. brucei parasites on day 0 and 166 

parasitaemia was assayed on each subsequent day using phase microscopy [31].  167 

 168 

Results 169 

Targeted RNASeq  170 

In order to identify potential differentiators between infected individuals (both SERO TL+ and 171 

HAT) and controls, in addition to clinical cases and latent individuals, a cost-effective targeted 172 

RNASeq approach was used to examine 495 immune-related genes in whole blood RNA 173 

purified from 271 individuals from active disease foci in Guinea. The targeted genes encompass 174 

various canonical B cell and T cell pathways (Supplementary File 1). The sample library 175 

included uninfected controls (n = 56); HAT cases pre-treatment (n = 135); post-treatment HAT 176 

cases (n = 33); latent infections (SERO TL+ individuals who had remained serology positive 177 

and parasitologically negative for two years) (n = 36) and SERO/HAT (individuals who were 178 

seropositive but parasitiologically negative at first screening but became parasitologically 179 

positive at a later screening) (n = 11). Normalised read counts for all genes and participants are 180 

available in Supplementary data file 4.The expression profiles of these groups were then 181 

compared pairwise to reveal differentially expressed transcripts (Supplementary 3; Figure 1). In 182 

a comparison of HAT cases versus controls, 10 transcripts were found to be differentially 183 
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regulated with an FDR p_adj < 0.001 (Figure 1A). Expression of the high affinity IgE receptor 184 

FCER1A was lower in HAT cases, but the expression levels of IL21, CD1C, TLR10, IL12B, PD1, 185 

CD70, CD80, CAV1, and MET were all higher. No significant differences were found between 186 

HAT cases post-treatment and controls, although a comparison of HAT cases pre- and post-187 

treatment revealed that the expression levels of IL21, CD1C, IL10, IL12B, CAV1, and MET were 188 

all significantly higher in the pre-treatment group (p_adj < 0.001; Figure 1B). A comparison of 189 

individuals with latent infections versus controls found only two transcripts that differed 190 

significantly in expression (IL21 and IL12B) with p_adj < 0.001 (Figure 1C). Both of these 191 

transcripts were also significant in the HAT versus control comparison. Finally, a comparison of 192 

individuals with latent infections and HAT clinical cases found four transcripts that showed 193 

significant differences in expression (CD1C, IL21, CAV1, and MET) with p_adj < 0.001 (Figure 194 

1D). Again, these transcripts were significant in the HAT clinical cases versus control 195 

comparison. It was noted that IL21 was significant across multiple comparisons and elevated in 196 

both HAT and latent infection groups. However, expression was significantly higher in the 197 

clinical HAT group relative to the latent infection cohort, suggesting it may be involved in the 198 

development of HAT symptoms. To establish if the pattern observed in IL21 transcript 199 

expression correlated with the protein level, an anti-IL21 ELISA was performed using sera from 200 

a subset of samples from each group (n = 8 for each group). This confirmed that the pattern of 201 

IL21 expression at the protein level was the same as the transcript level, being elevated in 202 

infected individuals but much higher in clinical HAT (Figure 2). Finally, to assess if IL21 levels 203 

may be predictive for SERO TL+ individuals that go on to develop HAT, titres from the 11 204 

SERO/HAT individuals were also examined. These samples were taken from patients that were 205 

serologically positive without symptoms but went on to develop disease with detectable 206 

parasitaemia during the two-year follow-up period. This differs from the SERO TL+ group that 207 

maintained their latent phenotype with undetectable parasitaemia. IL21 titres in the SERO/HAT 208 

group that progressed to active disease were not found to be significantly different from SERO 209 

TL+ individuals that maintained their latent phenotype for the duration of the study, suggesting 210 

that elevated IL21 is associated with infection rather than acting as a predictive marker of risk 211 
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of developing active disease. Nevertheless, these data reveal that IL21 transcript and IL21 212 

protein are elevated during trypanosome infection and are higher in clinical HAT cases relative 213 

to latent SERO TL+ infections. 214 

 215 

Figure 1. Genes with differential expression between latent infections, HAT, and Control 216 

groups. Volcano plots demonstrating the relationships between -log10(p_adj values) and the 217 

log2 fold change values obtained from DESeq2. Genes showing differential expression with a 218 

p_adj value above 0.05 and log2 fold change ≤ -1 or ≥ 1 are coloured red (up-regulated) or blue 219 

(down-regulated). The panels show significant genes identified in comparisons between (A) 220 

clinical HAT cases versus controls, (B) clinical HAT cases versus HAT post-treatment, (C) 221 

individuals with latent infections versus controls, and (D) individuals with latent infections versus 222 

HAT cases. 223 
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 224 

 225 

Figure 2. Serum IL21 Titres and mRNA expression show that both protein and mRNA 226 

levels increase after infection .  (A) IL21 titres were assessed by ELISA for a random subset 227 

of control, latent infections (SERO TL+), individuals with HAT and those who have developed 228 

active HAT after first presenting with just positive serology (SERO/HAT).  Sera were from the 229 

targeted RNASeq study (n = 8 per group). There was a significant difference between both 230 

SERO TL+ and SERO/HAT individuals and HAT patients (T-Test, p < 0.01) but no difference 231 

between SERO TL+ and SERO/HAT individuals (T test, p = 0.90). (B) IL21 mRNA from the 232 

targeted RNAseq data representing the same groups.   233 

IL21 Functional Intervention  234 

To establish whether IL21 was a cause or consequence of HAT severity, the IL21 pathway was 235 

inhibited using a neutralising anti-IL21 antibody in a HAT mouse model across two trials 236 

(parasitaemia data are presented in Supplementary File 2). During the first trial, one animal in 237 

the control group treated with isotype control succumbed to trypanosomiasis at day eight and 238 

the remaining controls were euthanized due to severe illness. All of the mice in the experimental 239 

group treated with the neutralising antibody were healthy and presented with no symptoms, 240 

although they were also euthanized due to the terms of the license under which the work was 241 

performed. During the second trial, the experiment was again curtailed at day eight due to 242 

severe symptom and paralysis in the control group. As in the previous experiment all of the mice 243 
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treated with anti-IL21 antibody were visibly healthy. This suggests that the IL21 pathway is 244 

involved in increased symptom severity during trypanosome infection rather than being simply 245 

a consequence of symptom development. However, the early end of these experiment means 246 

further work is required to fully understand the mechanisms involved. In addition, when the 247 

parasitaemia curves from the two independent experiments were aligned to the first peak of 248 

parasitaemia, a significant interaction effect was observed between treatment and day (ANOVA, 249 

F = 3.02, p < 0.01). An interaction effect represents the combined effects of factors on the 250 

dependent measure (parasitaemia), with the impact of one factor depending on the level of 251 

another factor. In this case, the effect of the neutralising anti-IL21 antibody on parasitaemia 252 

depended on days post-infection (Figure 3). When days were examined individually, there was 253 

a significant difference observed in the magnitude of the first peak of parasitaemia between 254 

treated and control groups (T Test, p = 0.03). These data show that administration of the anti-255 

IL21 antibody affected parasite number in addition to affecting symptoms, demonstrating that 256 

IL21 has a significant impact on parasitaemia and symptom severity during African trypanosome 257 

infections. In particular, reducing IL21 pathway function associates with better outcomes and 258 

lower parasitaemia. 259 

 260 
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Figure 3. The effect of IL21 functional blockade on parasitaemia in a HAT model. Eight 261 

mice were infected with T. b. brucei STIB247 across two different experiments. Mice were 262 

administered with a blocking anti-IL21 chimera antibody (red line) or an isotype control (blue 263 

line) on alternate days beginning the day before inoculation. Parasitaemia was estimated daily 264 

via microscopy and the resulting curves were aligned to the first peak (day 0) to account for 265 

individual variation. Blocking IL21 consistently reduced parasitiaemia. Mean parasitaemia for 266 

treatment and isotype control are shown with 95% confidence intervals. A significant interaction 267 

effect was observed between treatment and days post-infection (ANOVA, p < 0.01) and there 268 

was a significant difference observed in size of the first parasitaemia peak (T Test, p = 0.03). 269 

 270 

Discussion 271 

As HAT approaches elimination, it becomes increasingly important to identify and understand 272 

factors that may impact the control of this deadly parasite, particularly latent infections, and the 273 

role of the skin as an anatomical reservoir [3,32]. Our study used RNASeq on a panel of 496 274 

genes involved in the innate and acquired immune responses to identify immune components 275 

involved in the latent phenotype in 260 individuals from HAT active foci in Guinea. When 276 

comparing HAT cases and controls, we identified 10 transcripts that associate with clinical 277 

disease, some of which have never previously been identified as being involved in HAT. These 278 

included transcripts for IL21, IL12B, IL10, CD1C, TLR10, PD1, CD70, CD80, CAV1, and MET. 279 

Interleukin-12 subunit beta (IL12B) is a component of IL12, a cytokine involved in a wide range 280 

of immune responses during infectious challenge [33,34]. However, the subunit is also a 281 

component of IL23, and our data is unable to assign this increase in IL12B expression to IL12, 282 

IL23, or both. However, IL23 is an important mediator of Th17-mediated and GM-CSF 283 

responses involved in controlling extracellular parasites [35]. Many of the protective roles 284 

assigned to IL12 are now also being reassessed in light of the description of IL23 [36]. Further 285 

work is therefore required to establish whether IL23 expression is important during African 286 

trypanosome infection and to establish the role of Th17 responses. Transcripts involved in T 287 
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cell activation and exhaustion were also identified, including PD1 and CD70 (both immune 288 

checkpoint markers), and CD80 (a receptor for the co-stimulatory protein CD28). The 289 

involvement of T cell activation and co-stimulation imply that increased T cell activation is 290 

occurring in infected individuals, likely in response to the presence of a pathogen. However, it 291 

has also been suggested that African trypanosomes possess a lymphocyte triggering factor 292 

(TLTF) that drives polyclonal (non-specific) T activation [37,38], leading to higher expression of 293 

proteins associating with immune exhaustion and suppression. PD1, highlighted in our study, is 294 

one such suppressive protein that acts via its ligands (PDL1 and PDL2) to down-regulate the 295 

immune system and promote self-tolerance [39]. Although PD1 has not previously been 296 

associated with trypanosome infection, the pathway has been implicated in the response and 297 

control of several important parasites, including Toxoplasma, Leishmania, and Plasmodium 298 

[40–42]. Both PD1 and IL10 were elevated in HAT cases and they co-operate to suppress CD8+ 299 

Tcells [43]. Severe immune suppression is a classically described feature of African 300 

trypanosome infection in humans and livestock [44][45] and we hypothesize that this may be 301 

due to increased activation of IL10 and the PD1 pathway in infected hosts. Further investigation 302 

is required to establish if this is the case and whether intervention can alleviate immune 303 

suppression and improve symptoms, as shown for Plasmodium [41] and Leishmania donovani 304 

[42].  305 

Very little is known about Toll-like receptor 10 (TLR10) as mice do not possess the protein, 306 

limiting investigation [46]. However, unlike all other TLRs, it is immune suppressive and may 307 

therefore be involved in the systemic immune suppression seen during trypanosome infections 308 

[47]. Our data indicate that African trypanosomes may serve as a powerful model system to 309 

elucidate some of the mechanisms of these understudied immune proteins. Finally, our 310 

comparison between HAT cases and controls revealed that the high affinity IgE receptor 311 

FCER1A showed lower expression in infected patients. Previously it has been shown in 312 

trypanosome-infected rats that there is a reduced anaphylaxis due to parasite-mediated 313 

disruption of IgE-specific pathways [48]. Our data suggest a similar effect may occur in humans 314 
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and that lowered expression of FCER1A may contribute to a decrease in IgE responses. It is 315 

unclear why African trypanosomes would target these anaphylactic pathways, but it may be 316 

related to controlling the immune response in the skin. Previous data has shown that there is 317 

almost no inflammatory reaction to trypanosomes present in the skin of infected mice, despite 318 

high parasite burdens [12]. Finally, our data show that after treatment, the expression of these 319 

transcripts, including immune suppressive transcripts such as PD1, return to levels equivalent 320 

to controls. This suggests that the perturbation to a patient’s immune system is not permanent. 321 

A similar effect has been observed in the immune systems of HAT patients that have been 322 

previously examined [49]. 323 

Across each of the targeted RNASeq comparisons, IL21 has emerged as a recurring factor that 324 

was highlighted as elevated in both HAT cases and latent infections versus controls. However, 325 

IL21 transcript levels were lower in latent cases when compared to HAT patients. This suggests 326 

that IL21 is elevated during trypanosome infection but is significantly higher in clinical cases. 327 

This pattern was confirmed at the protein level by ELISA. Our subsequent in vivo intervention 328 

using a mouse model of HAT has confirmed that reducing the activity of the IL21 pathway 329 

through functional blockade leads to higher survival rates and reduced parasitaemia in infected 330 

animals. This demonstrates that IL21 expression influences the severity of symptoms rather 331 

than elevated expression simply being a consequence of African trypanosome infection. In 332 

contrast blockade of IL21 or IL21R in mice infected with Plasmodium chabaudi lead to sustained 333 

high parasitaemia and a failure to resolve the chronic stage of the infection [50]. IL21 is a 334 

pleiotropic cytokine with a wide range of interactions across immune and non-immune cell types 335 

[51]. It is primarily made by activated T cells, particularly T follicular helper (Tfh cells), and one 336 

of its primary functions is to promote B cell development and maintain humoral responses [52]. 337 

Patients with defective IL21 signalling are severely immune compromised, suffering from  338 

deficiencies in plasma cell and memory B cell generation, as well as immunoglobulin class 339 

switching [53–55]. They also suffer from repeated secondary infections due to increased 340 

susceptibility to infection [54]. However, IL21 has been described as a “double-edged sword” 341 
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due to a complicated role in immunity, either supporting and suppressing B cell development 342 

depending on serum levels and interactions with other cytokines present [51][56]. In particular, 343 

IL21 has a potent immunosuppressive effect at high serum titres, primarily through Tfh driving 344 

cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in B cells [57–59]. Interestingly, destruction of the B cell 345 

compartment is a distinctive component of African trypanosome infection in mice [60], although 346 

this effect may be less pronounced during more chronic T. b. gambiense infections [61]. 347 

Nevertheless, our data suggest that disruption of the B cell population in mice may be due to 348 

elevated IL21 levels and further experimentation is required to confirm this hypothesis. Although 349 

we did not observe a decrease in B cell numbers during our in vivo experiments (data not 350 

shown), these data were collected on day eight and B cell destruction was not noticeable until 351 

after day 10 in previous studies [60].  352 

Based on our data, we hypothesize that a perturbation in T cell activation and B cell 353 

development contributes to immune suppression, higher parasitaemia, and the development of 354 

symptoms in clinical HAT cases. IL21 appears intimately involved in these affects and our data 355 

suggest that latent infections with reduced symptoms are in some part due to the control of this 356 

cytokine. As IL21 is primarily produced by activated T cells, reducing activation would lead to 357 

less activity in the IL21 pathway, maintaining a robust B cell and humoral response. In a previous 358 

study that examined trypanosome-mediated polyclonal T cell activation in susceptible and 359 

resistance mice, more resistant strains differed in their response to the polyclonal activator TLTF 360 

by increasing expression of cytokines associated with antibody synthesis and class switching 361 

[62]. While this supports our hypothesis, much more investigation is required to establish which 362 

cell populations are expressing IL21 and whether blockade of activation checkpoint proteins 363 

(such as PD1) can alleviate symptoms in an animal model of HAT. In Plasmodium infections, 364 

polyclonal T cell activation caused by the parasite leads to elevated expression of PD1 on Tfh 365 

cells, again leading to impaired B cell and humoral responses. When PD1-mediated 366 

suppression is alleviated via blocking antibodies (alongside blockade of another checkpoint 367 

marker LAG3), Tfh function and B cell responses are restored, resulting in less severe 368 
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symptoms [41]. It is possible that a similar effect is occurring during HAT, with individuals with 369 

latent infections displaying less activation and exhaustion in the Tfh population, maintaining B 370 

cell and humoral responses, leading to a long term control of parasitaeimia but not parasite 371 

elimination. This would suggest that IL21 and PD1 are potential intervention targets that may 372 

play a role in controlling symptoms by maintaining the strength of the host immune system, 373 

particularly in livestock where the elimination of trypanosomiasis is unlikely if not impossible. 374 

In addition, of its potential functional role in mediating T. b. gambiense infection outcomes, IL21 375 

also appears as an interesting biomarker of trypanosome infection in human. With the upcoming 376 

availability of new oral drugs, in particular Acoziborol given as a single dose, the treatment of 377 

individuals testing positive to the actual serological tests (CATT or RDTs) is likely to become a 378 

reality in the coming years if the drug is proved to be safe enough [63,64]. A major challenge of 379 

this largely simplified test and treat strategy reside in the fact that all the actual antibody 380 

detection tests for HAT lack specificity and in low endemic prevalence contexts display poor 381 

positive predictive values [65]. Detection of IL21 in a simple test format in those serological 382 

suspects is likely to enhance the identification of individuals with active infections thus reducing 383 

considerably the number of “unnecessary” treatments. The fact that the plasma levels of IL21 384 

were shown to be significantly higher in both latent and HAT patients as compared to controls 385 

is a proof of concept that it is a reachable goal. Larger multi-centric studies integrating other co-386 

infections as potential confounding factors will be required to further validate IL21 as a 387 

biomarker T. b. gambiense infection in humans. 388 

Conclusion 389 

 Our study is an example of successfully applying targeted transcriptomics to identify genes 390 

associating with latent carriage of HAT, highlighting IL21 as a potential biomarker of infection 391 

as well as a key mediator of symptom severity and a likely contributor to the development of a 392 

latent phenotype. Importantly, we have used an animal model to confirm the relevance of IL21 393 

during African trypanosome infections. Further investigation of IL21, and its role in disease, will 394 

improve our understanding of the factors involved in developing clinical HAT or latent infections, 395 
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but may also contribute to the development of more productive and trypanosome tolerant 396 

livestock breeds. 397 
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